Dealer Workbench

Seven Keys to Reliability

By Larry Wise

O

ver the past winter, I attended all five of the Outdoor
Life Deer and Turkey Expos. The Expos are held in
Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois and Wisconsin
from late February through early April. My “job” at each of
these was to appear in the “Experts and Speakers” booth to
answer questions about all aspects of archery. I wasn’t alone
in this effort, as three other outdoor writers/experts, Ron
Spommer, ID; Dave Henderson, NY and Gary Clancy, MN;
were there to answer questions about rifles, ammunition,
reloading, shotguns, slug guns and deer and turkey hunting.
All four of us regulars plus some others were also
expected to present seminars on topics that would help the
show attendees become better shooters and hunters. My
friend Gary Clancy presented techniques on decoying, calling and rattling bucks. Ron Spommer presented techniques
on improving accuracy with rifles and Dave Henderson
educated attendees on the effective ranges of the slug gun,
rifles and muzzleloaders for hunting big game. These shows
offered a great chance for the average Joe Hunter to get the
right information from the top experts in the country.
I was honored to be part of this group of speakers and
presenters and to get to talk to the outdoor sportsmen and
women that attended these shows. Hearing all of their questions keeps me in touch with what the down-to-earth hunter
is thinking, what he or she wants to know and what he or
she needs to know. With that in mind, I designed my 2014
seminar topic around the topic of building a reliable hunting bow. In order to keep the interest of my audience for 45
minutes, I decided on “The Seven Keys to a Reliable Hunting
Bow.” Seven short topics that were important to making a
hunting bow hit the mark on the first shot would engage my
audience and give them the right basic information to help
them be more effective hunters.
I developed the following seven topics:
A BOW THAT FITS
A QUALITY BOWSTRING AND CABLE SET
A SIGHT THAT YOU CAN SEE
A RUGGED AND QUALITY ARROW REST
A MATCHED ARROW SET
PROPER TECHNIQUE
GOOD SHOT-TAKING STRATEGY
If you give the first five issues the right amount of attention and spend your time and money wisely, you can create
a highly reliable hunting bow. When you then improve yourself by working on the last two aspects, you will become firstshot reliable as a shooter. When your system is complete,
then you will become a truly reliable archer/bowhunter who
is successful in the deer woods or anywhere else you take
your bow.

The key to holding the bow, any bow, at full draw and making
your most reliable shot is getting your holding arm in line with
the arrow. In this position, you can directly and efficiently oppose
the force of the bow and transfer the holding force into your back
muscles. With your forearm relaxed, you can get your most consistent release and follow-through.

KEY #1: A BOW THAT FITS
PRICE: This is of course a personal issue. Everyone
requires a different fit because we are all different in so many
ways and the first aspect a bow has to fit is your customers’
wallets. The bow a hunter buys has to match his ability to
pay.
As a dealer, you have to gauge whether your customer
can afford what his eyes are looking at. It’s always nice to
make a big sale but you also want these guys and gals coming back into your shop with a good feeling about the advice
you give them. Your honesty of service is something that I
know all of you are interested in protecting because that is
your “advantage” over competing bow vendors.
I know bow prices today cover a wide range. They vary
from a high retail price of $1,400 for some carbon-handle
models down to $300 for a youth hunting bow. Used bow
prices for 60 pound hunting bows are of course much less,
with some top of the line models that may be two years old
selling for $500 or less. My own hunting bow is now five years
old and sells for about $250 on ArcheryTalk or eBay.
The great aspect of today’s bows is that they all shoot
accurately. Maybe you and the manufacturers don’t want
the general public to know this but it’s true. I can take any
bow and shoot a wad of arrows in the middle of a target at 25
yards. I can even do that with my little PSE Discovery-2 bow,
which doesn’t have any let-off. The bottom line is that no
one needs an expensive bow to shoot really tight groups and
have first-shot reliability for hunting. Some customers want
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Top quality bowstring material today means Dyneema: a high
performance type of polyethylene. The materials shown here are
several versions made by BCY Fibers, for use on all types of bows
and crossbows. Several other materials are used in the serving or
protective coverings to help prevent wear and tear on cables and
strings.

an expensive bow but really don’t need it. (By the way, this
wasn’t true in the 80s and 90s.)
I know that you stock a variety of bows at several different price points so you can target most of the bowhunters
that frequent your shop. Some of you have a few used bows
for those who are on a really small budget. You must become
skilled at interpreting your customers’ feelings and reactions
to bow prices as you show them your in-stock bows in hopes
of hitting the right dollar amount that will fit the customer.
This, of course, takes time to learn and you must constantly
remind your bowhunter of the other accessories that must
be added to the bow to complete the hunting system.
DRAW WEIGHT: Other bow features that have to fit are
the draw weight and the feel of the draw stroke. Many guys
want a 70 pounder or 350 fps bow but when faced with
actually drawing such a bow, they find that it doesn’t match
their abilities or bodies.
My experience here has taught me to sit the bowhunter
in a chair and hand him the bow he wants. If he can raise it
to a horizontal shooting position and draw it with ease, then
it’s properly matched to his ability. If he struggles to draw it,
then turn the weight down 5 pounds and try again until it
does match.
Being honest with your customer at this point in the fitting process is essential to long term reliability. He will soon
find out if he is “over-bowed” or not. And if he destroys a
shoulder while trying to shoot a high weight, then his hunting days may be over or at least severely interrupted. Every
bowhunter needs a bow that will allow him to draw under
pressure and easily complete sufficient shooting practice.

DRAW LENGTH: This is the most important aspect
of reliability. No matter what your bow costs or how fast it
shoots arrows, if you don’t hold it properly at full draw, then
your shot execution will suffer. Improper posture in your
bow holding position will cost efficiency and that translates
directly to lost accuracy and lost reliability.
The most important process that an archer undertakes is
“transfer.” Let me explain. A big part of the National Training
System for both recurve and compound archery form is the
concept of “transfer of holding.” That is to say the archer is
taught to transfer the arm and shoulder drawing effort used
into the back.
Proper and repeatable shooting form as taught by a certified coach places archers in the best position to complete
this transfer of holding into the back muscles. This position,
as I have presented in many articles in the past, places your
holding arm in line with the arrow so that your holding effort
is in direct opposition to the force of the bow; you can see
this best from a top view. To hold your arm at an angle is far
less efficient and retains the holding in the arm muscles.
The draw length setting of the bow must allow you as
the archer to draw with the bones of the bow arm in line to
resist the force of the bow and then allow the archer to rotate
the holding arm in line with the arrow at full draw. This is
just good biomechanics: efficient use of your skeleton and
muscles. This proper position uses fewer muscles to hold
the bow and to complete the shot using a slight increase
in the contraction of your back muscles while your hand
and fingers engage the release aid. Using excessive arm and
shoulder muscle to complete the shot is less efficient, less
repeatable and therefore less reliable. Put your back muscles
in charge and you create the optimum conditions for firstshot reliability.
The burden on you as the dealer is to teach this position
and then set the bow to help the archer achieve it. Good
biomechanics wins the day in all sports; we must follow it in
archery to help our customers/students to shoot better.

KEY #2: QUALITY BOWSTRING AND CABLE SET
The bowstring has to be tough. You nock an arrow on it
at a single point and draw it in your effort to transfer energy
from your arms into the bent bow limbs. After doing that,
you just let go of the thing! Then you expect it to do its job
of transferring that stored energy into the arrow to make it
fly across time and space to hit the intended mark. Then you
do it all over again and again and again, expecting the arrow
to hit the mark each and every time with a high degree of
accuracy. You beat the slop out of this string (and cable) and
expect it to never fail.
The act of releasing a bowstring is extremely violent. If
you’ve ever seen high-speed video of a bowstring in action,
you will readily agree and realize that you ask a lot of this
critical part of the bow system. You can get it by using the
best materials available today, made by either BCY Fibers
(bcyfibers.com) or Brownell (brownell@brownellco.com).
Both companies primarily use a product called Dyneema,
which is a high-performance type of polyethylene: very
strong and of course resilient.
Regardless of the material, the string and cable have to
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be made with a high precision process that aids the material in providing a no-stretch life span. Without this precision, the bowstring may stretch while in operation, causing
a change in draw length and/or draw weight. Either one
affects the accuracy you get from your bow and from experience, I know exactly when that will have its biggest effect:
when a big buck is standing broadside at 15 yards.
Peep rotation is another issue that poorly made strings
can present. Changing temperatures and humidity levels
may cause the string to rotate and then be closed to the
shooter’s eye when drawn. A partial or black target view is
a sure recipe for a missed shot. A pre-stretched string with
sufficient twists will prevent this annoying trait.
A well made string and cable set will also return the bow
to the factory specifications. Having the proper brace height,
axle-to-axle length and tiller measurements is essential to
the bow performing at peak efficiency. To the bowhunter,
high efficiency means low noise level and first-shot accuracy
and that’s important.
A well made string will allow for proper nock fit. That
means your nocks will snap on but still slide up and down
the string with a slight finger push. A good D-loop helps with
accuracy and eliminates serving wear by keeping the release
jaws from touching the string.
It’s simple. When bowstrings and cables show some
wear or have broken servings, you can recommend upgrading to new, high quality replacements. Encourage your
customers to spend some money for string/cable sets made
by trusted, reputable vendors so they don’t experience problems during the season, especially on “paid” hunts.

KEY #3: A HIGHLY VISIBLE, RUGGED SIGHT
I always say, “If you’re going to have a bow sight, make
sure you can see it!” Well, I don’t “always” say that but I’m
saying it now. Let me add that you have to see your sight pin
when you’re in the woods after sunset or before sunrise. You
need to see it when the light conditions are poor and your
heart is in your throat.
I can remember using pliers and wrenches to adjust
some of my old bow sights back in the 70s. It seemed as
though they were never calibrated perfectly and I was always
fiddling with them. Eventually, the threaded pin collars
would wear out or the flimsy housing would bend or break.
Today, you can provide your customers with a quality sight
that is micro-adjustable and rugged for a moderate dollar amount.
Encourage your customer to test the visibility of the fiber
optic pins in low-light conditions. Maybe you have a shaded
area outside your shop that will suffice. I use the .019 inch
pin size that is lighted so I can see it in low light. Without the
light, I can’t see it and have to use the .029 inch pin. Only the
younger guys can see the .010 inch pin; even with my glasses
on, I can’t see them all.
Low light conditions demand that we use a large 1/4
inch hole peep sight. It takes this size of hole to allow enough
light to make the target visible. Because a large-hole peep
gives away accuracy, I choose a sight housing diameter that
fits within my peep hole. When the housing ring is bright
white or green, I can easily see it within my peep-hole and

when the front-sight ring is concentric with the rear-sight
peep hole, then I can sight-in my pins with a high level
of accuracy.
I know many bowhunters use five pins in their hunting sights but don’t have the skill to hit anything beyond 25
yards. My personal opinion is that most bowhunters should
have a 22 yard pin and that’s all. Most should restrict their
bowhunting shots to 25 yards or closer and a 22 yard pin will
do that; just put the pin in the middle of the ribs and make
the shot. Since many of the sights you stock have multiple
pins, you may want to recommend that hunters remove
several or move them out of view to the top or bottom of the
sight housing. You can also stock some three pin sight models. We have to point many hunters with limited skill toward
making ethical decisions and keeping their shooting ranges
under 30 yards.

KEY #4: A QUALITY ARROW REST
The arrow rest I use on my target bow is quite different
from the arrow rest on my hunting bow. It should be because
I use the two bows for two totally different applications. The
same is true for any bow I use for 3-D targets; the rest is configured to do a specific job different from hunting.
My hunting bow has to hold my hunting arrow in the
“ready position” for long periods of time while I’m in the
treestand waiting and waiting and waiting. It has to hold my
arrow in all kinds of weather and while I move about in the
treestand or on the ground, preparing to make an accurate
vital shot. The arrow rest gets flopped on the ground while I
climb into my stand and then pulled up and down through
bushes and twigs. In other words, it has to be rugged,
really rugged.
The hunting arrow rest has to hold the arrow like the
QAD Ultra Rest that I use. This style of drop-away rest holds
the arrow in a ready-to-launch position and traps it in the
holding-forks with a horizontal post above the arrow. Even
if I turn my bow upside down, the arrow stays in place; I
haven’t needed to put my arrow back on the rest for six years.
When the bow is drawn, the holding-forks rotate slightly
to the full upright position and on the release, the rest guides
the arrow for a few inches and then drops out of the flight
path, avoiding any fletching contact. This rest style is highly
accurate and allows me to hit a quarter with my broadhead
at 25 yards every time. And when I draw, decide not to

Also a
Krypt

Rugged sights with highly visible aim points are essential. This
is one of the Rival Hunter sights from TruGlo. Three pins are more
than enough for most of your customers.
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One of those is tracing a pencil line around the mounting bar
on the side of the bow riser. This allows me to quickly check
anytime, anywhere, to be sure the rest has not moved. I also
trace around my hunting sight, mark my peep sight location with a pen and mark my cams on either side of the bow
limbs so I can quickly check for any changes in cam timing.
Remember, when you’re in your treestand, you have lots of
time to check these index markings, so there is no excuse for
not knowing some part has moved.

KEY #5: A SET OF MATCHED ARROWS

This arrow rest by QAD provides full entrapment for my hunting
arrow during the entire time I’m in my stand, in my blind or stalking. When I draw my bow, the rest forks rise to a vertical position
and fall out of the way after guiding the arrow in its first few inches
of flight, providing reliable accuracy. If I let down slowly, the rest
remains in the upright, ready-to-draw position.

HEADHUNTER

shoot and let down slowly, the holding fork remains in the
upright position so the arrow is ready to be drawn again; it’s
always ready.
My PSE Shark-X hunting bow is now heading into its
sixth season. I’m on my second arrow rest only because
a friend needed a new rest for an August hunting trip two
years ago, so I robbed the rest from my hunting bow and
gave it to him.
I do take a few simple precautions with any rest I use.

Are any of your customers “arrow collectors”? I usually
see a few in the last two weeks before hunting season opens.
They are the ones that have eight arrows in a quiver but only
two that are the same! Know this kind of guy? These customers come into your store and splurge by buying three new
arrows for the upcoming opening day.
I often wonder what a collector’s bullet collection looks
like when he gets his rifle out just before gun season opens
and how that works out for him!
I know lots of bowhunters that have just six arrows and
I always recommend that they each get six more to match
what they have. They should each have five or six in a bow
quiver with fresh, sharp blades ready for whatever the hunt
brings them. They can use the other six for practice, with at
least one of the arrows having a practice broadhead.
Every arrow in the set must be the same, exactly the
same. They must all be the same length, have the same spine
rating, have the same fletching with identical nocks. You

Visit

ROSSARCHERY.COM

to find a dealer near you!
Take every shot with confidence with the new
HEADHUNTER bow from ROSS® Archery.
Standing approximately 32” axle to axle and

achieving remarkable IBO speeds, The HEADHUNTER,
was built for accuracy. Its 27”-31” draw lengths and
80% let off will give you nothing but a quiet shot and
zero hand shock.

®

699.99
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know this, so show the stubborn ones this article so they
“get it.”
Here are a few reminders about arrows. The length
should allow the broadhead to be beyond the back of the
bow, beyond the bow riser on the target side. This will ensure
that the bowhunter doesn’t draw the broadhead back into
his bow hand fingers.
Of course, the spine values must be identical for all
arrows in the set. Plus, the spine must match the draw
weight of the bow; arrow charts help with this. If there is
any question about spine, then err to the stiffer side. For
example, my hunting bow is set at 55 pounds at 31 inches of
draw, so, according to the charts, I could use either the .440
or the .400 inch spine. From experience, I can tell you that
the weaker .440 inch spine will give you an occasional “wild”
shot while the stiffer .400 inch spine will fly true and group
well with every shot. Choose the stiffer spine when there is
any question.
The nocks must match. That should be obvious but
many bowhunters buy “lighted” nocks and use a few of them
on their hunting arrows. The problem is that the nock-throat
on the lighted nock may not match the throat size on the
other nocks and therefore, the lighted nock will fly differently. Encourage your customers to test shoot all the nocks
they intend to use to sort out this issue. Each needs to sightin with the exact arrow/nock/broadhead he or she intends
to use while hunting and then put new blades in that arrow.
The fletching also has to match. I always recommend
that arrows should have fletching installed with a helical

curve so one side of the fletching is facing into the wind. The
purpose of the fletching is to create air resistance, which,
in turn, stabilizes the arrow in flight. Fletching installed
straight in line (no angle) with the shaft will not create much
air resistance and will be far less efficient in stabilizing the
arrow. Angled fletching helps to stabilize the arrow as it
leaves the bow.
Quality broadhead blades are essential to vital impact
on a game animal. I prefer to use three fixed and three
replaceable blades so I can practice with several broadheads, replace the blades and then use the same arrows for
hunting shots; I know exactly how they will fly and where
they will hit.
Regardless of your preference of broadhead style, fixed
or mechanical, the blades must be sharp. Encourage your
customers to use new blades for their hunting each season,
as old blades and broadheads can get mixed with used ones
in the off season. Old blades get dull even if they are not used,
so it’s a good practice to install new ones for each season.
The last note I want to make about arrows is price. I
always recommend that bowhunters choose a mid-priced
or higher line of carbon arrows. Cheap arrows are cheap
for a reason and that reason is cheap materials. A low price
carbon arrow is made with cheaper resin, low cost carbon
and probably a shorter and less effective finishing process.
The mid or high-priced shafts will hold their spine characteristics over thousands of shots and years of use and are
always the best choice for the bowhunter who wants firstshot reliability.

KEY #6: PROPER SHOOTING TECHNIQUE
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The most expensive bow with the highest priced arrow
will still hit the deer in the butt if the drawing, transfer and
holding of the bow are not done correctly. In short, the bowhunter must place his or her body in the best skeletal position to draw the bow, transfer the holding force into his or
her back and then execute the shot from those back muscles.
This is the most important element in making a bowhunting
system reliable.
Byron Ferguson, in his book “Become the Arrow”
(Target Communications, 1994), describes exactly what to
do in order to establish the most effective, efficient and reliable holding position. On page 18, he says, “You’ve got to
keep your back muscles involved. They will help pull your
elbow in line with the arrow shaft and the target.” Most of
you know that Ferguson is the best there is with the longbow but his insight into the holding position is absolutely
correct for any hand-held bow. This is the same holding
position outlined and required in the National Training
System for Recurve (Olympic style) archery being taught at
our Olympic Training centers by head coach Kisik Lee and
all other certified coaches. It is the same full-draw position
that I defined 20 years ago when I began my own teaching,
coaching and writing about proper shooting form. Check
this out in my book, “Core Archery” and my DVD, “Core
Archery Back Tension.”
To get first-shot bowhunting accuracy and reliability,
you must follow known biomechanical principles. In bowhunting, this means you must draw and hold your bow so
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When the draw length of your bow is set to fit you, your holding
arm will be in line with the arrow, as seen on page 40. From the face
view, your drawing/holding arm should be at least as high as the
arrow line but never below it to allow proper transfer of the holding force into your back muscles. Good form is the most important
ingredient of reliable shooting.

that your holding arm/elbow is in line with the arrow from
the top view. Looking at an archer’s chest, you should see
his holding elbow at least as high as the arrow and maybe a
slight bit above it. This position and this position only allows
you to transfer the holding energy out of your arm and into
your back muscles. The shot is then completed using back
muscle contraction while the holding arm is relaxed. Your
arm/hand follow-through from this position will be a simple
motion in the opposite direction of the arrow; your hand

ends up behind your ear and above your shoulder.
As mentioned earlier, good shooting form for all styles of
archery begins when the bow fits the archer and allows him
or her to achieve proper holding arm alignment as outlined
above. To be short of this position forces the archer to hold
the bow with his arm muscles, resulting in inefficient shot
execution. Your job as a dealer directly effects the reliability
of the bowhunter because you are the person fitting the bow
to that bowhunter.
I know that many pro shops and big box stores use one
of several numerical rules to establish the draw length of
an archer. Most of these are based on the arm-span of the
archer but none, yes, none of those rules are accurate. All
of these rules are made using arbitrarily chosen numbers:
numbers picked out of a hat to approximate someone’s idea
of full-draw position. All of them come up over an inch short
for my own personal draw length and for 70 percent of the
archers I observe; yes, 70 percent of compound archers have
bows too short for their draw lengths, forcing them to hold
with their arm muscles.
Body position is the best method to follow when fitting a
bow to an archer. Adjust the draw length until the archer gets
his holding arm in line with the arrow (the bow arm must be
straight), measure the distance to the rest mount hole in the
riser and then add the ATA standard 1.75 inches to establish
the person’s draw length. Body position is the key to biomechanical efficiency and reliability and not some made-up
number rule. We all have a lot of work to do with this issue.
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KEY #7: SHOT STRATEGY
Making the decision to take a shot at a game animal is
a serious matter. It should come only after the other six key
elements are in place. In other words, it takes a lot of hard,
smart work to get to this decision point.
Before you leave your practice target, you have to be
able to hit a paper plate with your broadhead at 25 yards on
the first shot. This has to be a shot taken with no warm-up,
just like when you are in your treestand. Then you have to
repeat that shot several times each day just to be sure. In
other words, practice what you have to do when you get to a
hunting shot.
For many bowhunters, 25 yards is the maximum distance for their effective range. Some faster bows and highly
skilled archers may have an effective range to 35 yards.
Beyond that, your odds and the speed of sound are against
you. Remember that the speed of sound is 1126 feet per
second: three to four times faster than your arrow! At 40
yards, sound arrives about 0.3 seconds ahead of your arrow
and gives the deer ample time to react, resulting in a nonvital hit.
I recommend that every bowhunter takes a rangefinder
with him or her to the treestand. Use it to identify the trees,
bushes or rocks that mark a 30 yard perimeter around you.
This is your “kill zone” and any deer that does not enter it
should be allowed to pass. It’s like Dirty Harry said at the end
of one of his movies: “A man has to know his limitations.”
When you know your own personal maximum distance
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limit and have practiced at that distance and closer, then and
only then are you ready for the treestand. The next step is to
make the ethical decision on shot selection. The model here
is to take a broadside ribcage shot. Aim for the lungs because
the broadhead kills by cutting! To think otherwise is foolishness. With only 75 to 100 foot-pounds of energy, the arrow
does not have “knockdown” power. It cuts and the shot
selection must reflect that. Aim for the center of the ribcage
and make a pass-through shot that enters one side and exits
the opposite side, collapsing the lungs for a quick kill.
The final two pieces of the bowhunting puzzle are eye
focus and conscious mental focus. The eyes are simple; look
at and focus your eyesight on the target surface. Hopefully,
you are focusing on the definition of the ribs. In fact, once
you decide to shoot the animal, your vision must focus on
this spot and never look away until after the arrow impacts.
The bow has to be raised and drawn and the bow-sight
brought into your line of sight without you looking away
from the target.
The most difficult aspect to control at this moment is
your conscious mental thought. Many are thinking of the
future, when the arrow hits the target or when the deer is
hanging on the game pole. Some think of the past and hope
that they don’t miss like they did last week or whack the trigger like they have on previous shots. None of these thoughts
will be reliable at crunch time.
To be reliable at the time of trial, you must think in the
present and not in the past or future. Further, you must
be thinking of the process that you must put in place to
complete the shot and that process is holding the bow with
your back!
If you think this and do it, then your shot will be reliable.
If you think about something else, then your shot execution will be completed as a lottery; maybe it will be right
and maybe it won’t! It’s like rolling the dice or spinning the
paddle wheel. So, give your shot the best chance you can by
engaging in present process thinking and think about holding and executing your shot using your back muscles. This is
not a guarantee but it is the best chance you have.
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If your customers work through these seven keys, then
they and their bows are ready. Getting your customers to
work this hard and stick to it is another matter. Some will and
some won’t. It’s the same old story; some of your customers
think you operate a drive-through window so they can just
buy a reliable hunting bow. Many others know they have to
work at it.
I guess our biggest job is to teach patience to the guy who
wants a quick fix and give encouragement to the guy who is
willing to work. If we all keep doing this, then bowhunting
and bowhunters will be better off ; they will be reliable!
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased on his website at www.larrywise.com or through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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